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 real-time  
 Connectivity  
 has arrived

Join us

READY TO EXPERIENCE CONNECTIVITY?

With CPI’s connected platform for gaming, you’ll 
transform your business with smart, intuitive tools 
engineered exclusively for the needs of gaming 
operators worldwide. 

Your success is our priority
Partner with us, and you’ll unlock new opportunities to 
delight your players, become more operationally efficient, 
and maximize your profitability.

Our platform is flexible, and we’ll work with you to deliver:

• Acceptance of any payment type – now and in the future

• Real-time operational tools for faster, smarter, and 
more profitable decision-making

• A technology roadmap created in collaboration with 
other industry leaders

Our focus is innovation
• 8% annual investment in R&D

• 650+ groundbreaking patents 

• 30+ trade secrets

• 400+ highly skilled engineers

• 1 million live connections

• 4 billion transactions every week

• 40 million cashless transactions every month
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 IT’s cash

 only smarter
Time after time, CPI has proven that cash doesn’t have to 
be difficult or expensive to manage. Now, by connecting our 
payment devices, we’re elevating the experience once again.
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 unleash the  
true power of data

 because every 
transaction counts
DISCOVER CONNECTED CASH WITH CPI

Your payment systems are full of smart sensing technologies that capture 
thousands of unique data points from each and every transaction. We provide 
the means to harness that data, make sense of it, and transform it into powerful 
insights for your business.
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 How it works
Getting connected is easier than you think, especially if you already use our SC Advance™ 
banknote validators. All it takes is a simple hardware extension, a network connection,  
and the right set of software tools to turn data into action.

The Hub
Our connectivity hub collects and 
communicates live data directly from 
your payment systems and machines.  
Integration with your SC Advance  
banknote validators is fast and easy.

The Network
We can bring your devices online any 
way you want. Our connectivity hub will 
enable any type of network connection – 
from Ethernet to cellular, or even WiFi. 

The Tools
Our advanced analytics and business 
intelligence tools tackle your incoming 
data in real time, so you can make  
faster, smarter, and more profitable 
business decisions.
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Supercharge  
your SC advance

customiZe and control 
your investment 

Even more options
for added versatility
• Seamless upgrade to real-time connectivity

• Tri-port communication connections 

• All industry protocols

• Up- or down-stacking

Size does matter
extended cashboxes
Get the right capacity for your cash 
intake and drop schedule requirements

600 
Notes

900 
Notes

1,200 
Notes

2,200 
Notes

Power in the palm of your hand
PPM Advance support tools
• Save on maintenance costs through quick  

and easy in-field updates 
• Optional Bluetooth connectivity for  

remote download and asset management
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 BUsiness 
 intelligence

 even smarter
Connect with CPI, and we’ll transform your 
traditional payment technologies into smart devices. 
Our powerful analytics tools are all you need to take 
control of your floor and increase operating profit.
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all of your data  
 on a single dashboard

 Now in real time 
Cashbox remaining capacity

Total Daily Cash Intake 

Payment Performance

Game Performance

Machine Health and Status

Acceptance Rates

Drop Status

Player Behavior Analytics 

Security details

 Software Version

Proactive Maintenance Opportunities
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 Make   
 Machine  
 downtime 
a thing of  
the past 
We envision a world without downtime. And we’re creating 
the tools to bring our vision to life, starting with live alerts 
and actionable insights through our real-time dashboard. 
With our connected platform, you’ll know exactly where  
to go and what to do to keep your floor running at 100%.

• Know when to expect and schedule emergency drops 

• Turn routine trips to the machine into preventative 
maintenance opportunities 

• Optimize the performance of your machines and 
peripherals

• Enable remote software updates
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 Prevent problems   
 before you need  
to fix them
Keep your finger on the pulse of your machines
Set customized payment performance levels for features like 
acceptance rates, so you’ll always know how your machines 
are working for your players. 

Sustain the industry’s highest level of performance
Our bill validators are self-calibrating and require hardly any 
maintenance to run without issue for years. Know when it’s 
time to perform preventative upkeep by receiving alerts when 
dir t begins to build up on your cashbox light bars.     

Take the “emergency” out of emergency drops
Receive an alert when any cashbox is close to capacity, and 
send a team to drop the cash before your game goes down. 
Trust us, your players will thank you.

Combat fraud like never before
If players attempt to use suspicious banknotes at the game, our 
bill validators will reject them immediately. We will alert you the 
moment this happens, so you can eliminate the risk of taking these 
notes at less secure cash entry points, including tables and cages.
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 Connect 
with your  
 players

 like never   
 before
Gain play-by-play insight into how your players interact with 
games, and you’ll discover new ways to keep them engaged 
and coming back for more. We provide the infrastructure to  
pull essential session data and package it in a way that helps 
you understand exactly how to take action.

• Identify your players’ favorite games by diving deep into  
the way they behave at the machine

• Target players with their favorite games to improve your  
topline gaming revenue

• Monitor and optimize the floor position of your most  
profitable machines

• Offer non-cash payment options as regulations change,  
so players can pay with what they prefer to carry
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 Be future-READY

TODAY 
A connected platform does something that one single product 
cannot. It leaves room to add solutions, expand capabilities,  
and bundle the specific elements you need to get the most value 
out of your investment. Today, tomorrow, and beyond. 
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 be confident   
 in whatever   
 comes next
The payments landscape is continually evolving, but with CPI you 
won’t be left behind. We create paths to future technologies that build 
upon your previous investments, and our platform is designed for 
maximum adaptability.

Our connectivity hub features ports to enable new connections and 
revenue streams as regulations, currencies, and technologies change. Connect 

via WiFi 
or cellular 
networks

Connect to your 
Ethernet network

Receive power through 
banknote validator harness

Enable mobile and 
contactless card payments 
through BLE / NFC connection

Add connection 
points via USB port 
for future expansion

Store additional data 
through SD card slot

Connect to other peripherals 
or the second SAS port

Connect your  
SC Advance 
banknote 
validator
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DID YOU KNOW?
Gaming isn’t the only industry powered by CPI technology, and cash  
isn’t the only form of payment we accept. Our technology powers more  
than four billion cash, card, and mobile transactions per week across 
five global industries. 

We continually leverage this experience and work with our partners 
to open a whole new world of payment possibilities in gaming as the 
regulatory environment evolves.

Consumers are not restricted to using banknotes and coins in their  
day-to-day lives anymore. Most carry cards with them. Some even  
prefer to pay through their mobile and wearable devices. 

It won’t be long before gaming regulations allow for a wider range of 
payment options at the game.

With CPI, you’ll be prepared. Our platform can enable any type of payment, 
ensuring you’ll always have a way to accept your players’ cash and 
maximize revenue streams.

payments  
are changing

accept it 
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 LAY the   
 groundwork for  
 futUre growth

ask us how 
Our platform is built to expand, and we’re continually working to 
provide an even wider range of solutions that will deliver growth, 
profitability, and results to our customers. 

Join us, and we can help you take  
advantage of whatever comes next

• Facilitate non-cash payments to increase player 
engagement and promotional opportunities right  
at the point of transaction

• Connect to table games and other areas throughout  
your business, including retail and hotel

• Connect to other slot machine peripherals to monitor and 
maximize performance

• Enable remote software updates, and ensure your games  
and peripherals are compliant with the most recently  
approved firmware

• Leverage live heat maps and player behavior analytics to 
optimize floor placement of your most profitable machines

• Integrate with third-party business intelligence providers

• Integrate our platform with your loyalty program wallet
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THE industry’s 
tightest security

from your 
trusted partner 
At CPI, we take security seriously. So while you’re focused 
on optimizing your business, we’re focused on protecting it.

Partner with us, and you’ll have total peace of mind knowing 
that your revenue and slot floor data are in safe hands.
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We build, Connect  
and Protect

Like no one else
One line of defense is not enough to secure your business. At CPI, we go beyond the 
mechanics of our hardware to deliver multi-layered protection against threats. 

• Threat intelligence

• Data protection

• Suspicious banknote detection

• Real-time security alerts

• Player behavior analytics

• Intranet filtering protections

• User access and authentication controls

• World-class cyber security

• Intrusion detection and prevention

• Advanced breach detection systems

• Patented security algorithms

• Encrypted communications

• AppSec

• Rapid response team

• Anti-stringing

We also have the infrastructure to put new safeguards in place. Ask us how we  
can support your anti-money laundering initiatives and strengthen your responsible  
gaming programs.

Partner with us, and discover why the world trusts CPI to reliably process more than  
four billion transactions per week across 143 different currencies.
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Crane 
connectivity 
solutions

Simplify your 
connectivity 
technology
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Crane Connectivity Solutions (CCS) is the engineering center 
of excellence behind CPI’s connectivity portfolio. We have 
assembled the industry’s best and brightest engineers to 
focus on delivering a simple and seamless technology 
experience to our customers. Bringing together the engineering 
teams from CPI and Crane Merchandising Systems, we have 
created the industry’s most robust connectivity platform. 

In keeping with our commitment to remain at the forefront  
of innovation, this platform extends our technology  
beyond cash payments to transform your business in  
the machine-connected environment.

From concept to implementation, we’ll lead you through 
the connectivity process. From hardware installation and 
enterprise software optimization, to ongoing global field 
support and consulting, our technical experts will get you  
up and running – and make sure you stay that way.

As technology continues to evolve, consumers’ wallets are 
more diverse than ever. With CCS at your side, your business 
is prepared to grow and capture every payment opportunity.

 Explore our  
 capabilities

 partner with us 

Our Mission: To Simplify Connectivity Technology

Electronic Payment Connected Services 

Card  
Readers

Mobile 
Payments

Payment 
Processing

Advanced  
Security

Enterprise 
Software

Digital 
Advertising

Data  
Analytics

Remote  
Management 
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CONTACT US 

Corporate HQ

3222 Phoenixville Pike,  
Suite 200 
Malvern, PA 19355 
USA

Tel: +1 610 430 2700 
Fax: +1 610 918 8898 
Email: sales@cranepi.com

cranepi.com/gaming


